Purpose: The purpose of this study was to develop and validate accurate methods for determining iodine content and virtual noncontrast maps of physical parameters, such as electron density, in the context of radiotherapy. Methods: A simulation environment is developed to compare three methods allowing extracting iodine content and virtual noncontrast composition: (a) two-material decomposition, (b) three-material decomposition with the conservation of volume constraint, and (c) eigentissue decomposition. The simulation allows comparing the performance of the methods using iodine-based contrast agent contents in tissues from a reference dataset with variable density and elemental composition. The comparison is performed in two ways: (a) with a priori knowledge on the composition of the targeted tissue, and (b) without a priori knowledge on the base tissue. The three methods are tested with patient images scanned with dual-energy CT and iodine-based contrast agent. An experimental calibration adapted to the presence of iodine is performed by imaging tissue equivalent materials and diluted contrast agent solutions with known atomic composition. Results: Results show that in the case of known a priori on the composition of the targeted tissue, the two-material decomposition is robust to variable densities and atomic compositions without biasing the results. In the absence of a priori knowledge on the target tissue composition, the eigentissue decomposition method yields minimal bias and higher robustness to variations. Results from the experimental calibration and the images of two patients show that the extracted quantities are accurate and the bias is negligible for both methods with respect to clinical applications in their respective scope of use. For the patient imaged with a contrast agent, virtual noncontrast electron densities are found in good agreement with values extracted from the scan without contrast agent. Conclusion: This study identifies two accurate methods to quantify iodine-based contrast agents and virtual noncontrast composition images with dual-energy CT. One is the two-material decomposition with a priori knowledge of the constituent components focused on organ-specific applications, such as kidney or lung function assessment. The other method is the eigentissue decomposition and is useful for general radiotherapy applications, such as treatment planning where accurate dose calculations are needed in the absence of contrast agent.
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The advent of dual-energy CT (DECT) imaging opened the possibility for quantifying contrast agents accurately and provide virtual noncontrast images, while single-energy CT (SECT) is limited or cannot provide the same information. [4] [5] [6] DECT imaging effectively produces two simultaneous CT scans at distinctive energy spectra without motion artifacts. Because the proportion of photoelectric effect and Compton scattering depends on photon energy and tissue elemental composition, one can use DECT to define, differentiate and quantify chemical composition of biological tissues and materials. [7] [8] [9] In contrast-enhanced DECT, the available information per voxel allows solving its fraction of contrast agent, as long as the two chosen energies differentiate its attenuation coefficients, possibly by being optimized with respect to the K-edge. 10 The contrast agent content was shown to correlate with lung function 11 and could be used for lung cancer radiotherapy applications. 12 With a quantified content of contrast agent, the remaining information on the image can be used to extract the electron density of the tissue and create the virtual noncontrast (VNC) image. A VNC image is by definition obtained from a pair of contrast-enhanced images where the Hounsfield units (HUs) are corrected by removing the contribution of the contrast agent. 13 The main advantage of this method is to estimate the CT image that would be obtained in the absence of contrast agent without requiring an additional scan. The accuracy of this technique is yet to be evaluated in the context of radiotherapy dose calculation.
Several postreconstruction methods, i.e., in the image domain, were proposed in literature to extract iodine content from DECT. To our knowledge, all of them are derived from the material decomposition technique proposed by Lehmann et al. 14, 15 Indeed, stoichiometric calibration techniques for q e À Z formalisms in DECT have not yet been adapted to the presence of high-Z materials. [16] [17] [18] This problem is currently highlighted by difficulties in characterizing the thyroid, which contains about 0.1% of iodine, with DECT. 19 In material decomposition techniques, HUs are typically defined as the weighted sum of base material electronic cross sections times the electron density. The number of degrees of freedom is constrained by the number of energies used, i.e., two in the case of DECT. To adapt the model to the human body where more than two materials are needed to describe HU accurately as a function of energy, additional assumptions need to be made. One additional constraint allowing the model to apparently gain one degree of freedom is the conservation of volumes (CoV). But since this condition is generally not fulfilled, its validity is still a matter of debate. 20 For instance, Liu et al. suggested a method based on a prior evaluation of the electron density with a CT calibration approach. 21 However, because it uses the same information to establish the electron density, further used as a constraint in the equation system, the number of degrees of freedom is unchanged. Therefore, this three material representation strongly relies on the accuracy of the estimated electron density and does not bring more information than basic decomposition with two materials.
The main goal of the present study was to identify robust and accurate methods to extract iodine content and VNC electron density in the image domain for use in radiotherapy treatment planning. Three existing methods, two-and three-material decomposition (2-MD, 3-MD) model and the method of Lalonde and Bouchard, 9 which uses eigentissue decomposition (ETD), are further adapted to the presence of iodine and for VNC calculations. The capacity of each method to accurately characterize a human tissue containing iodine with and without an a priori knowledge on the nature of the underlying tissue is evaluated. The comparison is first performed in a simulation environment taking into account the presence of noise and the variability of atomic composition and density within different tissues. To perform a comparison in an experimental environment with patient data, a stoichiometric calibration adapted to iodine is proposed and tested with the use of seven diluted solutions of an iodine-based contrast agent. Finally, two clinical examples are used to assess the overall performance of each method in characterizing human tissues with and without contrast agent.
THEORY

2.A. Material decomposition for DECT
2.A.1. Reduced Hounsfield units
The attenuation coefficient, noted l, of an arbitrary medium for a given spectrum E is written as follow: l med ðEÞ ¼ n e;med r e;med ðEÞ;
where n e;med is the electron density in the medium and r e;med is the corresponding electronic cross sections. Referring to the definition of Hounsfield Units:
this last expression can also be rewritten to express the measured data, the reduced HU, noted u, as a function of the electron density of the medium relative to water q e and the electronic cross section relative to that of water f med :
uðEÞ ¼ HU þ 1000 1000 ¼ n e;med n e;water r e;med ðEÞ r e;water ðEÞ ¼ q e f med ðEÞ: (3)
2.A.2. Two-material decomposition
In DECT, a set containing two independent CT information fuðE 1 Þ; uðE 2 Þg is available per voxel, hence the reduced HU in presence of a contrast agent can be expressed exactly as a linear combination of the electronic cross section relative to water for a chosen base material ( f 1 ) and for the contrast agent (f C ):
where x 1 and x C are respectively the partial electron densities of the base material and the contrast agent, such that q e ¼ x 1 þ x C , and k is the electron fraction of the contrast agent.
The electron density of soft tissues in absence of contrast agent q e;tissue is estimated by the VNC electron density relative to water q e;VNC extracted from the contrast-enhanced DECT: q e;VNC q e;tissue % q e;tissue :
With an additional equation such as the CoV constraint, it is possible for the electron density of the base tissue to be a free parameter. The CoV constraint assumes that the sum of the partial volume of each constituent equals the total volume:
where V tissue and V C are the partial volumes of the tissue and the iodinated contrast agent, respectively, and V is the total volume of the voxel. In terms of electron density and electron fraction, the CoV condition can be written as:
where q e;1 and q e;C are the electron density relative to water of the base material and the contrast agent, respectively. However, the CoV constraint is not always fulfilled. For example, the dissolution of a small amount of solute in a solvent, such as salt in water, causes a local rearrangement of the molecules without increasing the total volume. In clinical situations, iodine is injected through a saline solution, such as Omnipaque-240 (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA) which is used in this paper. Omnipaque-240 is an aqueous solution with iodine representing 18% of the total mass of iohexol molecule. It is composed of 240 mg/ml of iodine chemically bound in the molecule iohexol (C 19 H 26 I 3 N 3 O 9 ). When injected into the blood flow, we assume that the contrast agent conserves its volume and therefore we consider that the additional equation from the CoV constraint, Eq. (7), is valid.
With the CoV constraint, the system of linear equations for the 2-MD at two energies (E 1 and E 2 ) is written as:
To solve x 1 , x C , and q e;VNC , the equation system requires the knowledge of the electronic cross section relative to water of the base material and contrast agent at both energies. Photon attenuation can be approximated by a sum of two physical processes: photoelectric and Compton. However, this notation is not exact and thus any two materials cannot perfectly decompose the linear attenuation coefficient. This leads to express f 1 as a function of energy that best represents the average human tissue or the targeted site. The fraction of contrast agent is then extracted by calculating k ¼ x C =ðx 1 þ x C Þ. It is also worth noting that one can show in a few steps, from the latter equation system, the following linear relation between the reduced HU of the measured tissue, the base material, and the contrast agent:
with a 1 ¼ x 1 =q e;VNC .
2.A.3. Three-material decomposition
The 3-MD method combines two base materials and a contrast agent as follows:
where x 1 and x 2 are the partial density of each material composing soft tissues such that
To solve the equation system of the 3-MD technique with only two energies, the CoV constraint on the two base materials is used, leading to the following system of equations:
Similarly to the 2-MD technique, to solve x 1 , x 2 , x C , and q e;VNC , the equation system requires the knowledge of the electronic cross section relative to water of the two base materials and contrast agent at both energies. The latter equation system also yields the following linear relation combining the reduced HU of base materials and contrast agent:
with a 1 ¼ x 1 =q e;1 and a 2 ¼ x 2 =q e;2 .
2.A.4. Eigentissue decomposition
The choice of the base materials can have a significant effect on the accuracy of the 2-MD and 3-MD techniques. In the case of a known targeted site (i.e., a known organ or structure), the choice is rather straightforward as the anatomy can be identified by the radiologist or radiation oncologist. However, in the context of radiotherapy treatment planning, identifying all organs in the image in such a way is impractical. Therefore, the definition of an optimal base material for the whole body is required. Lalonde and Bouchard 9 proposed a method to extract virtual materials allowing an accurate representation of human tissues with only few measurements. These materials, referred to as eigentissues, are obtained by applying principal component analysis on the partial electron density vectors of a set of reference tissues. 19, 22 The partial electron density vector for a tissue made of M different elements is given by x ¼ ðx 1 ; . . .; x M Þ and contains all information relevant for dose calculation. The eigentissue representation of x is a linear combination of the vectors p k :
where y k is the partial electron density of the k th eigentissue composing the medium. All eigentissues are normalized to unity. This implies that in a given tissue, the sum of the fraction of all eigentissues equals its electron density:
In the context of CT data decomposition, the reduced HU are given by:
where f eigen k are the electronic cross section relative to water for the k th eigentissue. The eigentissues are sorted in a way that the variance of their fraction within the reference tissues is strictly decreasing for increasing values of k. Thus, if only K information is available, only the fraction of the K more meaningful eigentissues can be solved, the others being assigned to their mean fraction within the reference dataset. Since the later contribution is constant for a given value of K, it can be replaced by a residual eigentissue p 0 :
where
Thus, for K information the composition of one tissue is approximated by:
From there, any physical quantity relevant for dose calculation can be estimated without any further assumption or derivation.
In the context of DECT with a contrast agent for which the relative electronic cross section f C is known or can be estimated with a calibration procedure, only one information is available to characterize the tissue containing the agent, i.e. K = 1. Using the eigentissue representation of human tissues and CoV, one can write the following system to solve the composition in the voxel and estimate its q e;VNC :
To solve the unknown k, q e , q e;VNC and y 1 , the equation system requires the knowledge of the electronic cross section relative to water of the eigentissues and contrast agent at both energies and the value of y 0 , a constant.
2.B. Virtual noncontrast image
The use of two independent measurements with DECT allows the possibility of producing a VNC image by removing the contribution of the contrast agent, described by the electron fraction k, with the following rule:
Obviously, the atomic composition of the soft tissue varies spatially within the patient and is therefore approximated either with an a priori on the targeted site or with the ETD method (no a priori).
2.C. Stoichiometric calibration adapted for the presence of iodine
All methods presented previously require a precise evaluation of the electronic cross section (i.e., the function f of Eq. (3)) of base materials and the contrast agent. Lalonde and Bouchard 9 proposed a method based on a CT calibration that allows estimating the electronic cross section of any human tissue with a prior knowledge of its composition. However, this method can only be suitable for materials containing high-Z elements, such as iodine, if they are included in the model. Therefore, the stoichiometric calibration proposed by Lalonde and Bouchard 9 must be applied in the context of contrast imaging.
As proposed by Lalonde and Bouchard, 9 the Z-space approach allows to obtain f values of the base materials from experimental measurements using a calibration phantom. For a specific element, the electronic cross section f elem can be approximated by the following expansion:
where Z is the atomic number, b l are obtained from a prior calibration for each photon spectrum and L is the chosen order. This equation can be generalized for an arbitrary medium described by the following set of electron fractions
To find the coefficients experimentally for each energy b ¼ fb 1 ; . . .; b L g, a calibration phantom is used where the elemental compositions and electron densities are known. The phantom must contain a number K of both tissue-equivalent plastics and iodine-based inserts superior or equal to L, being the order used in the Z-space.
To solve the coefficients b l , a weighted fit can be performed to account for the nonuniformity of the atomic number spacing. Iodine is an element particularly distinctive from those composing the human tissues, with a difference of 33 in atomic number from calcium. Hence, a superior weight to compensate its isolation can be used in the fit to minimize the uncertainty of the estimated electronic cross sections f. With this method, the solution is modified from the original approach 9 to include weights in the matrix system: (24) with the elements of the matrixF cal given by:
for j 2 {1,. . .,K} and l 2 {1,. . .,L}. ðF cal Þ j;l are the elements of the matrix F cal (defined in Lalonde and Bouchard 9 ) and w j are weights given to each insert material. The elements of the arrayũ cal are given by:
where u cal is the energy-specific array of reduced HU.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.A. Theoretical calculations
3.A.1. Simulation environment
CT data are simulated using the XCOM photon cross sections database. 23 The data are generated using the spectral information of the Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash CT scanner kindly provided by the manufacturer (Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany). Calculations and simulations are performed using MATLAB R2015b (MathWorks,
where x i is the mass fraction of the i th element in the mixture.
A Monte Carlo sampling method is implemented to evaluate the impact of tissue variability on extracted VNC electron densities and contrast agent fraction. Normally distributed deviation in tissue electron density is sampled based on a user-defined standard deviation and mean. The analysis is performed with ETD, 2-MD and 3-MD. The density and composition of 43 reference soft tissues used in the simulation originate from the data of Woodard and White 22 and White et al. 19 For some tissues, we use the information available on the standard deviation of composition variations. The contrast agent considered in the simulation is based on the characteristics of the Omnipaque-240: iodine concentration of 240 mg/mL, mass density at 37 C of 1.2760 g/mL, and electron density relative to water of 1.2035. The mass density of Omnipaque-240 is assumed constant over the range of temperature used for the data collection.
Three different cases are investigated with distinctive sets of parameters and are summarized in Table I . For each case, simulated CT data are obtained by combining a base tissue of interest with a 0.02 mass fraction of Omnipaque-240. The resulting electron density of this new mixture is estimated with the CoV constraint and can be modified by adding random Gaussian errors. For case 2, the tissue of interest is the skeletal muscle plus one standard deviation r away from the reference composition. For case 3, randomly chosen tissues from the reference list are used. For each simulation, five million samples are computed.
The performance of the methods with the introduction of noise for cases 1, 2, and 3 is investigated. A Gaussian noise is added to HUs in every voxel for two pairs of standard deviations: (11, 10) HU and (26, 23) HU for low/high kVp, respectively.
3.A.2. Quantities relevant to radiotherapy
To evaluate the performance of the methods in the context of radiotherapy dose calculation, three quantities are evaluated: the photon mass energy absorption (EAC) of iridium-192, the linear attenuation coefficient of cobalt-60, and the stopping power relative to water (SPR) of 200 MeV protons. For a given knowledge of the electron density and elemental composition (via the content of base tissue or base tissues and VNC electron density), the EAC and the attenuation coefficient are computed with the additivity rule reported in Eq. (27) . The SPR of elements is computed using BetheBloch's equation and the Bragg additivity rule for the I-value.
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3.B.1. Dual energy CT scans
We use the Siemens Somatom Definition Flash dual source CT scanner which has two separated X-ray tubes acquiring data simultaneously. In this study, we used exclusively the 100/Sn140 kVp acquisition where the tube utilizing the 140 kVp setting incorporates a spectral shaping tin filter of 0.1 mm. Although a 80 kVp setting allows a better spectral separation, a lower potential would result in a higher noise and could induce errors on postprocessing algorithms. A 100 kVp was thus chosen for this study. 18 In this work, the imaging dose level achieved with the DECT scans are comparable to the SECT scans.
The impact of the reconstruction kernel, the slice thickness and the strength of SAFIRE 25 on HUs is investigated with the phantom Gammex 467 for all scanning protocols used. For each rod, the difference on average HUs is found within less than AE1.2 HU, showing that the scanning parameters only significantly affect noise. Because the stoichiometric calibration method uses average HUs taken over large homogeneous regions of interest, input data has negligible standard deviation and therefore the model is found insensitive to convolution kernels, slice thicknesses, and strength of SAFIRE used in this study.
3.B.2. Experimental stoichiometric calibration
For the stoichiometric calibration, two phantoms are used: the Gammex 467 and 472 (Gammex, Inc., Middleton, WI, USA). The Gammex 467 phantom is a 33 cm diameter cylinder of solid water containing interchangeable rods of 13 human tissue substitutes and one vial of liquid water. The Gammex 472 phantom is also composed of solid water with 16 interchangeable rods of different concentrations of iodine and calcium. The iodine and calcium rods are scanned separately to damp down beam hardening effects.
In addition to the calibration phantom, seven diluted solutions of Omnipaque-240 and one of pure ProHance contrast agent (Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, NJ, USA) are used. Those solutions with known composition are scanned and the data are added to the calibration technique. The presence of gadolinium (Z = 64) in ProHance contrast agent allows reducing the uncertainty of the iodine electronic cross section. Adding a higher atomic number to the dataset allows to reduce error caused by having a highly strategic point, iodine, as an end point in the fit. For each solution, the iodine concentration and the corresponding volume in water and Omnipaque-240 are represented in Table II. The corresponding HU for each material required during calibration is averaged over a cylindrical region of interest of 7.9 cm 3 to eliminate the influence of noise. The weights of all rods containing the iodine solution are gradually increased until the difference with the precedent electronic cross section relative to water of Omnipaque-240 is less than 5 Â 10
À6
with an order L = 5. The set of images used for the stoichiometric calibration are reconstructed with standard body kernels, Q30s and Q30f, and with slice thicknesses of 2 and 3 mm.
3.B.3. Clinical examples
Two clinical examples are provided to evaluate the performance of extracting VNC electron density as well as describing the base material in the absence of contrast agent. The study and retrospective use of patients images are approved by our institutional ethics committee. The three studied methods (ETD, 2-MD, and 3-MD) are implemented in MATLAB.
Patient #1 is a 6-month follow-up of prostate cancer treated with low dose rate brachytherapy. The DECT acquisition is performed at 100/Sn140 kV with other scan parameters as follows: rotation time of 1.0 s, pitch of 1.05, slice thickness of 3 mm, field of view of 350 mm, and effective tube current of 143 mAs for tube A; 111 mAs for tube B. Projection data are reconstructed, using a D30s kernel with a resolution of [0.68 9 0.68 9 3.0] mm 3 . The identification of the soft tissues from the prostate patient is processed using a manual segmentation method. The patient data are characterized using the ETD and 3-MD methods setting the contrast agent content to zero. The extracted VNC electron density with both methods are compared to the reference electron density extracted with a gold standard DECT method (i.e., the ETD method adapted for DECT in the absence of contrast agent). Patient #2 is a head and neck case presenting a tumor at the base of the tongue and undergoing a contrast-enhanced DECT scan at 100/Sn140 kV and a SECT scan at 120 kVp. The CT parameters included a slice thickness of 3 mm, a reconstructed FoV of 500 mm, a rotation time of 0.5 s and a pitch of 0.6 and 0.7 respectively for the DECT and SECT scan. The tube currents are 194 mAs for the couple of energy of 100/Sn140 kV and 420 mAs for 120 kVp. The images are reconstructed with standard body kernels, D30f and B30f for the DECT and the SECT scan, respectively with a resolution of [0.98 9 0.98 9 3.0] mm 3 . The VNC images produced from the DECT scans (100/Sn140 kV) do not allow to directly compare HU values with the 120 kVp noncontrast scan. An additional stoichiometric calibration with the method of Lalonde and Bouchard 9 is performed with the Gammex 467 using the same parameter as for the acquisition of the patient data. It allows finding the electronic cross section relative to water of the material composing the base of the ETD and the 2-MD methods in order to find the reconstructed VNC HU to 120 kVp. It is expected that the uncertainties introduced by the calibration to be minimal compared to the error induced by the VNC approximation. A radiation oncologist identifies and contours specific tissues for comparison purpose between the VNC HUs obtained by ETD, 2-MD, and 3-MD. All described methods used for VNC purpose consider a non-negative least square method to assure positive solutions for k, q e , and q e;VNC .
3.B.4. Uncertainty analysis
Variance analysis is achieved to obtain an accurate evaluation of uncertainties from experimental measurements. Uncertainties in the estimation of parameters proper to the stoichiometric calibration and the material decomposition are dependent on the random behavior of the sets of reduced HU fuðE 1 Þg and fuðE 2 Þg. We use the hypothesis that variables behave according to a Gaussian distribution with fixed variance over the HU domain. This way, the uncertainty estimator is equal to
with m the number of degree of freedom, u k;meas;i andû k;i the measured linear attenuation coefficient and the estimated linear attenuation coefficient, respectively, and N is the number of voxels. The uncertainty propagation on energy-specific values of f is calculated from the uncertainties on the set of variables fx k g, with k = [1,. . .,N] with the following rule:
This relation is at the basis of the variance analysis of VNC HU, VNC electron density, and contrast agent electron fraction. Table III shows the performance comparison in the simulation environment with the three decomposition methods: 2-MD, 3-MD, and ETD. The differences are presented in terms of mean and standard deviations of q e;VNC , and k C for the three different cases defined in Table I . The performance for three noise levels in cases 1, 2, and 3 are presented.
RESULTS
4.A. Theoretical validation and performance comparison
The performance of the three methods in determining physical parameters relevant to radiotherapy dose calculation in the presence of noise is evaluated and presented in Table IV . The mean error and the root mean square (RMS) errors are shown for the EAC of iridium-192, the linear attenuation coefficient of cobalt-60, and the SPR of 200 MeV protons. 
4.B. Stoichiometric experimental calibration
To evaluate the accuracy of the relative cross section of Omnipaque-240 with the stoichiometric experimental calibration adapted to the presence of iodine, seven diluted solutions of Omnipaque-240 of distinctive concentrations are used. Since only two materials compose those solutions (i.e., water and the contrast agent), a 2-MD is performed with a base composed of water and the contrast agent being pure Omnipaque-240. Figure 1 shows the results obtained. The Omnipaque-240 electron fraction and the noncontrast electron density relative to water are displayed with their respective theoretical values obtained with concentrations reported in Table II , ranging from 1.92 to 31.2 mg/mL. The uncertainty resulting from the calibration and the theoretical data are reported with a 2r statistical significance (i.e., k = 2) calculated with Eqs. (28) and (29) . The stoichiometric calibration method yields no obvious bias either on the electron fraction of the Omnipaque-240 or the noncontrast electron density over the complete set of iodine concentrations.
4.C. Clinical examples
Analysis of the prostate case (patient #1) demonstrates the elimination of the bias with the ETD method, in comparison to the 3-MD technique. In this case, because many tissues are analyzed altogether, there is no a priori on each voxel and therefore the 2-MD method is left out of the comparison. Because the DECT scans are performed in the absence of contrast agent, the contrast fraction is set to zero in the equation systems which constrains the tissue to be represented only by the base, i.e., for ETD, the first and the residual eigentissues, and for 3-MD, adipose and muscle. Figures 2(a)  and 2(b) show the distribution of the electron density in soft tissues only computed with the ETD and 3-MD methods. The reference electron density is computed using the original ETD method with two variable eigentissues and one residual eigentissue, a technique shown to be accurate with DECT data and comparable to other gold standard techniques. 9 The ETD method yields a higher determination coefficient than the 3-MD technique (i.e., 0.9644 vs 0.9162), and obviously reduces systematic errors in the low HU range.
Five structures of the head and neck case (patient #2) contoured by a radiation oncologist are described in Fig. 3 . HU values of the noncontrast SECT scan are averaged over each structure and their corresponding electron densities are computed with the method of Schneider et al. 26 . Each structure is recontoured on the contrast-enhanced DECT scans and the corresponding VNC values are reported in Table V . Physical parameters extracted from the contrast-enhanced DECT scans are computed with the 2-MD, 3-MD, and ETD methods. Since the structure is identified by a radiation oncologist, the 2-MD method is used with a priori knowledge on the target tissue composition. The base material of the 3-MD technique is composed of adipose tissue and skeletal muscle, while the one of the 2-MD technique uses the tabulated composition of the target structure. 19, 22 Estimated values of contrast agent contents (k C ) range from 0.001 to 0.030 over the five structures. No significant correlation is found between k C values and the differences between the VNC and noncontrast images, except for the 3-MD technique which shows increasing error with increasing k C (results not shown in this paper).
DISCUSSION
The simulation environment allows predicting the theoretical robustness of the methods. For case 1, where an a priori TABLE IV. Mean error (bias) and root mean square (RMS) error of physical parameters relevant to dose calculation extracted with the 2-MD, the 3-MD, and the ETD methods on case 3 with Gaussian noise (r HU;low = 11 HU and r HU;high = 10 HU). (8) 31 (9) 1.026 (6) 35 (7) 1.032 (7) (e) 56 1.043 (5) 52 (9) 1.041 (8) 43 (12) 1.035 (9) 45 (9) 1.043 (7) Medical Physics, 45 (7), July 2018
Method
on the nature of the targeted tissue is perfectly known, the 2-MD method performs as expected, being the most robust and accurate for all three methods in presence or absence of noise and/or density variations. Results also show that using the a priori on the targeted tissue with the 3-MD technique is not optimal, likely because the CoV constraint is not a valid approximation, as it is outperformed in our example by the 2-MD method. Obviously, the ETD is not adapted to this particular situation where the targeted site is known and shows results with an absolute mean error significantly higher than the other methods. In case 2, we simulate a situation focused on skeletal muscle where the base material composition of the 2-MD and 3-MD techniques differs from the average tissue by exactly one standard deviation, in this way simulating a systematic error on the a priori knowledge of the targeted structure. A small advantage is given to the 2-MD technique compared to the 3-MD technique, and the ETD method is outperformed again. In case 3, all tissues are studied in such a way that the a priori knowledge is only valid for one organ. This intends to evaluate the overall performance of the methods in the context where a large number of structures need to be analyzed at the same time (e.g., radiotherapy treatment planning). Results show an undeniable advantage for the ETD method in the context of VNC scan on q e;VNC . Obviously, the performance of each method depends on the choice of the base materials. When a priori knowledge on the In the context where no a priori on the composition of the targeted tissue is to be used, the ETD method appears overall better than the 2-MD, when considering all tissues having with an equal statistical weight. This suggests that for the context of dose calculation where VNC images are potentially crucial, the ETD method offers a better overall performance in extracting VNC electron density and beam interaction cross sections, as shown in Table IV . In the latter table, the ETD method shows better overall performance for determining key quantities for brachytherapy with iridium-192, external radiotherapy with cobalt-60, and proton therapy.
To confirm the theoretical prediction in a clinical environment, we provide two relevant examples: a prostate case (patient #1) and a head and neck case (patient #2). For patient #1, results show that the base used to characterize the tissue in the absence of contrast agent with the ETD method is more accurate than the 3-MD method. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , electron densities of the base tissue are extracted accurately with the ETD method while they are biased in low HUs with the 3-MD technique, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This is explainable by the fact that 3-MD method uses the CoV constraint between its two base materials (adipose tissue and muscle in this case), which does not allow HU of the base tissue to equal zero, conversely to the ETD method. This feature is shown in Fig. 4 .
For patient #2, the analysis of the noncontrast SECT scan and the VNC scan calculated from a contrast-enhanced DECT scan is shown in Table V , allowing to further confirm some of the conclusions derived from the theoretical validation. This clinical example confirms that the 2-MD is more effective when an a priori is known on the nature of the organ compared to the ETD, with a mean error of 24 HU for the 3-MD, 13 HU for the ETD vs 9 for the 2-MD technique. The latter performs particularly well in the sternocleidomastoid muscle chosen for its composition that represents very well the mean muscle. On the order hand, the base of tongue tumor is an interesting structure because its nature is not well defined, its composition can include some necrosis, adipose tissues or vascular tissue. The errors on VNC parameters do not show a biased behavior and therefore we cannot conclude that the only source of uncertainties is induced by a poor evaluation of the electronic cross section of the contrast agent with the stoichiometric calibration. The difference in the atomic composition of the blood from arteries and veins and from patient to patient can lead to further inaccuracy in the evaluation of HU values which could explain the bigger difference for the superior vena cava (b). The overall difference in iodine fraction can also be affected by the size of the patient 5,27 since the proposed solutions are applied in the domain image. A bone segmentation is also required for applying VNC algorithms for radiotherapy applications and is therefore a limitation of the proposed methods. The performance of the 3-MD vs the ETD method in a context where no a priori is known on the nature of the tissue confirms again the superiority of the ETD technique in evaluating a VNC electron density or noncontrast HU. In comparing electron densities extracted from the noncontrast SECT HU values and the proposed VNC methods, a paired t-test yields P-values ranging between 0.14 and 0.89 for the 2-MD technique using tabulated a priori knowledge of the structure, showing that differences between noncontrast and VNC electron densities are not significantly different. The same analysis shows that electron densities are wrongly assigned in one out of five structures with ETD method (P = 0.01), and in three out of five structures with 3-MD method (P ¼ 3 Â 10 À5 , P ¼ 2 Â 10 À3 , and P ¼ 9 Â 10 À3 ). The error on VNC electron density for the three methods does not appear to be correlated with iodine concentration, except for the 3-MD which errors increases with increasing iodine concentration. This suggests that 2-MD and ETD techniques perform well under these circumstances, independently of the contrast agent electron fraction within a range of 0.001-0.030.
It is clear that the robustness of the 2-MD method depends on the accuracy of the prior knowledge of the composition of the targeted tissue. This nonstatistical uncertainty (type B) is not included in Table V to allow evaluating if the data behave outside of statistical expectations (type A uncertainty from calibration). In the head and neck patient example, none of the P-values are below the 0.05 level with the 2-MD method, which suggests that the error on the prior elemental composition has no significant impact on the data. This is in agreement with Table III for case #3 (all tissues using muscle as prior knowledge) and no noise, where we find a systematic error of 0.16% and statistical error of 0.3% for a 2% density variation, as suggested by Woodard and White. 22 These are negligible compared to calibration uncertainty (about 0.8%) as shown in Table V .
CONCLUSION
In this present study, we identify and adapt two different methods for quantifying contrast agent contents and VNC electron density for the context of radiotherapy. The first method is an adaptation of the two-material decomposition, which relies on a priori knowledge of the composition of the targeted tissue. The other method is adapted from the eigentissue decomposition technique proposed earlier by Lalonde and Bouchard 9 and does not rely on specific prior knowledge of the tissue composition. Both methods are validated in a simulation environment against the common three-material decomposition technique. To translate the methods in a clinical environment, we propose a stoichiometric calibration adapted to the presence of iodine where the self-consistency is verified with calibrated solutions. Findings in the theoretical environment are verified with clinical data, which show the potential of the methods for radiotherapy applications. Future work will evaluate the impact of these methods on the accuracy of radiotherapy dose calculation.
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